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ABSTRACT

This report addresses the approach of designing and implementing the logic control

functions for a batch process. The aim is to develop the controller for a batch process

using PLC. Batch process involves sequential processing that leads to the production of

finite quantities of material by subjecting quantities of input materials to an ordered set of

processing activities over a finite period of time, using one or more pieces of equipment.

Batch process can be classified as a discontinuous process. Liquid soap making is chosen

as the case study for the project. The CX-Programmer programming software was used

to develop the ladder diagram for the PLC, implementing the batch control. The concept

of controlling a control system involves a systematic approach, and the operation

procedure includes the determination of the machine sequence, inputs and outputs

addressing, and the PLC programming. Troubleshooting is conducted to ensure that the

program run in accordance to the intended process sequences and give the desired

response of the control valves, the final control elements connected to the PLC. This

approach is found to be effective in designing a logic ladder diagram for a PLC to control

a batch process, in this case a liquid soap making process.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

A batch process produces products in finite quantities. In an ideal situation, this

product is determined by a recipe that has a name and contains information on the

ingredients or raw material to be used, the order of process steps and the process

conditions, and finally the equipment to be used in the process.

In practice, batch process control application varies widely in complexity. The

simplest batch control applications produce only one end product. A single product

process follows the same procedure and process set points and requires the same raw

material amounts for each batch. Some batch control applications require different

sets of process steps for different products. A different sequence of activities is

required to make different products. Typically, different products also required

different raw material amounts and process set points.

The aim of this project is to design a control system of a liquid soap making batch

process. The designed of the control system is carried out by using Programmable

Logic Controller (PLC). The CX-Programmer is the programming software that was

used to design the control system where the programming language of the software is

the ladder diagram.

A PLC consists of a central processing unit (CPU) containing an application program

and input and output interface modules, which are directly, connected to the field I/O

devices. The program controls the PLC so that when an input signal from an input
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device turns ON, the appropriate response is made. The task of commanding the plant

devices is devoted to a modular control section and the program is based on the

flowchart and timing diagram of the operations sequences.

1.2 Problem Statement

The project required research and literature reviewto develop understanding on batch

process and PLC. In addition, the understanding of liquid soap making process

control system is important to ensure that the program developed is consistent with

the process requirement. Besidesthat, the design on the process flow chart and timing

diagram are also important for a successful output of the project.

The PLC that was used for the project has digital and analogue modules which

represent the signal used in the programming. The configuration of bothmodules was

conducted to obtain the outcome of the projectas desired. The understanding on how

the program of the process should be developed is a critical task because without the

knowledge the program might not be successfully achieved.

The implementation of the control valve as the output of the analogue controller in

the control system is also critical. The signal sends to the control valve from the PLC

analogue output point mustbe determined correctly for the control valve to response

on the control system.

1.3 Project Objectives

The objectives of the project are:

• To enhance understanding and knowledge on batch process plant and PLC

digital and analogue modules as well as its programming system.

• To design the control system and illustrate the liquid soap making batch

process.



The followmgs are the several aspects to be focused in completing the project:

• Research, design and develop the process control system.

• Flow chart and timing diagram construction for the operation of the overall

control system.

• Configuration of the PLC inputs and outputs of both digital and analogue

modules and also the control valve connection.

• Development of ladder diagram for the overall process system using CX-

Programmer programming tool.

• Hardware connection between the PLC and the control valve.

• Simulation and troubleshooting of the designed ladder diagram.



2.1 Batch Process

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.1 Definition ofBatch Process

A batch process is defined as a process that leads to the production of finite quantities

of material by subjecting quantities of input materials to an ordered set of processing

activities over a finite period of time using one or more pieces of equipment. The

batch mode of production has become increasingly important in the process industry

during the last decade. Batch plants can be made highly flexible, and thereby well

suited for manufacturing of a large variety of product types. Batch processing is

normally associated with the chemical process industries [5].

Batch processes are classified by the number of products they can make and the

structure of the plant. A single product batch plant produces the same product in each

batch. A multi-product batch plant produces different products using the same

production cell. In a single-path batch process every batch goes through the same

series of equipment units. In a network-structured batch plant the equipment units are

flexibly interconnected.

A batch can be defined as the material that is being produced or that has been

produced by a single execution of a batch process. It also can be known as an entity

that represents the production of a material at any point in the process [1].



2.1.2 Batch Process Control

Batch control is well known, though complex, way of controlling a plant. Its

complexity is the reason why batch control automation has stayed behind in relation

to continuous control or even sequential discrete parts manufacturing. In effect batch

processing contains the ideas of both techniques along with the elements of logistic

manufacturing and handling [5],

Even though batch automation is harder to perform, more difficult to design, and

more complex to operate, batch plants exist and are of an increasing interest. Despite

the specific and almost obstinate characteristic of batch control, it is very challenging

to use batch operated facilities.

Batch control refers to the type of control that is typically used with a batch process.

A batch process control in one in which the functions of material transfer and/or

material processing are cyclicalwith repeatable results. A process is one in which the

measured and controlled variables are manipulated to provide a product at a specified

continuous rate. A batch process is one that provides a homogeneous, discrete

quantity of product at the end ofa specified time.

2.1.3 Batch Cycle Time

The lengthof production time, from beginning a batch of a desired product in process

equipment to completing that process and preparing for the next batch to begin, is

referred to as one batch cycle of the process unit of operation. This batch cycle time

is the most important productivity concern after a product's mass balance and quality

have been established and becomes repeatable. It is the cycle time that ultimately

determines the magnitudes of investment required to produce saleable in the

marketplace.

2.1.4 Application ofBatch Process in Industry

Batch processes are familiar to most people since we use them in everyday life. For

instance, when we bake a cake, we follow a recipe that involves adding ingredients,



stirring the mixture, pouring it into baking pans, putting the pans into the oven for a

specific time at a specific temperature, etc. Industrial batch processes are similar to

the process of baking a cake but scaled up to produce a larger quantity of material. A

variety of products are produced using batch processes. Food, beverages,

pharmaceutical products, paint, fertilizer, and cement are a few of the categories of

products produced using batch processes. Some products such as food, beverages,

and pharmaceuticals require precise tracking of batch information for safety and

regulatory purposes [6].

2.2 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)

2.2.1 PLCHistory

Control engineering has evolved over time. In the past, humans were the main

method for controlling a system [8]. More recently electricity has been used for

control and earlyelectrical control was basedon relays (refer Appendix A, Figure 1).

These relays allow power to be switched on and offwithout a mechanical switch. It is

common to use relays to make simple logical control decisions. The development of

low cost computer has brought the most recent revolution, the Programmable Logic

Controller (PLC). The advent of the PLC began in the 1970s, and has become the

most common choice for manufacturing controls.

Programmable Logic Controller is an electronic control unit used to regulate the

operation of a given packaging machine. PLC controls the machine's operating

parameters and allow programming orchanging of those parameters to accommodate

differing application requirements in microprocessor-based industrial control system.

It communicates with otherprocess control components through data links. It is used

in process control for simple switching tasks, PID control, complex data

manipulation, arithmetic operations, timing and process andmachine control [2],



2.2.2 PLC Components

A PLC consists of a central processing unit (CPU) containing an application program

and input and output interface modules, which are directly, connected to the field I/O

devices (referAppendix A, Figure 2). The program controls the PLC so that when an

input signal from an input device turns ON, the appropriate response is made. The

response normally involves turning ON an output signal to some sort of output

devices.

In an automated system, the PLC is commonly regarded as the heart of the control

system. With a control application program (stored within PLC memory) in

execution, the PLC constantly monitors the state of the system through the field input

devices' feedback signal. It will then base on the program logic to determine the

course of action to be carried out at the field output devices [8]. A typical unitary of

PLC is shown below:

RUN
INPUT TERMINALS

1 1' ' ' T 1 r i ' ' r > r ' •

1

SOCKET

RAM

ROM CPU

SOCKET

III

l I I T I 1 I l I
COMMON OUTPUT TERMINALS

Figure 2-1: A typical unitary PLC



The CPU used in PLC system is a standard CPU present in many other

microprocessor controlled systems [3]. The choice of the CPU depends on the

process to be controlled. Generally 8 or 16 bit CPUs fulfill the requirements

adequately.

Memory in a PLC system is divided into the program memory which is usually stored

in EPROM/ROM, and the operating memory. The RAM memory is necessary for the

operation of the program and the temporary storageof input and output data. Typical

memory sizes of PLC systems are around lkb for small PLCs, a few kb for medium

sizes and greater than 10-20 kb for larger PLC depending on the requirements. Many

PLC would support easy memory upgrades.

Input/Output units are the interfaces between the internal PLC systems and the

external processes to be monitored and controlled. Since the PLC is a logic based

device with a typical operating voltage of 5 volts and the external processes usually

demand higher powers and currents, the I/O modules are optically or otherwise

isolated. The typical I/O operating voltages are 5V - 240 V dc (or ac) and currents

from 0.1A up to several amperes. The I/O modules are designed in this way to

minimize or eliminate the need for any intermediate circuitry between the PLC and

the process to be controlled. Small PLC unitswould have around 40 I/O connections

with larger ones having more than 128 with both local or remote connections, and

extensive upgrade capabilities.

2.2.3 PLC Operation

The PLC operates internally in a way very similar to computers. The inputs are

continuously monitored and copied from the I/O module into RAM memory which is

divided into the input and output sections. The CPU steps through the control

program in another section of the memory and fetches the input variables from the

input RAM. Depending on the program and the state of inputs, the output RAM is

filled with the control variables which are then copied into the I/O module where they

control the processes [8],



2.2.4 PLC Programming

Programming units are essential components of the PLC systems. Since they are used

only in the development/testing stage of a PLC program, they are not permanently

attached to the PLC. The program in a ladder diagram or other form can be designed

and usually tested before downloading to the PLC. The Programming unit can be a

dedicated device or a personal computer. It allows the graphical display of the

program (ladder diagram). The unit, once connected to the PLC can download the

program and allows for the real time monitoring of its operation to assist debugging.

Once the program is found to operate as required the Programming Unit is

disconnected from the PLC which continues the operation [8].

2.2.5 PLC Languages

The function of all programming languages is to allow the user to communicate with

the programmable logic controller (PLC) via a programming device. They all convey

to the system, by means of instructions, a basic control plan.

Ladder diagrams, function blocks, and the sequential function chart are the most

common types of languages encountered in programmable controller system design.

Ladder diagrams form the basic PLC languages, while function blocks and the

sequential function charting are categorized as high-level languages. The basic

programmable controller languages consist of a set of instructions that will perform

the most common type of control functions like relay replacement, timing, counting,

sequencing, and logic. However, the instruction set maybe varied from onecontroller

to another, because it depends on controller model, specification and requirements. It

may be extended or enhanced to perform other basic operations [9].

The high-level languages have been brought about by a need to execute more

powerful instructions that go beyond the simple timing, counting and ON/OFF

control. High-level languages are used for analog control, data manipulation,

reporting, and otherfunctions that are not possible withthe basic instruction sets. The



language used in a PC dictates the range of applications in which the controller can

be applied. Depending on the size and capabilities of the controller, one or more

languages may be used. Here are some typical combinations of the languages:

a) Ladder diagrams only.

b) Ladder diagrams and function blocks.

c) Ladder and sequential function chart.

d) Ladder, function blocks, sequential function chart.

2.2.6 Ladder Languages

Modern control systems still include relays, but these are rarely used for logic. A

relay is a simple device that uses a magnetic field to control a switch. When a voltage

is applied to the input coil, the resulting current creates a magnetic field. The

magnetic field pulls a metal switch (or reed) towards it and the contacts touch,

closing the switch. The contact that closes when the coil is energized is called

normally open. The normally closed contacts touch when the input coil is not

energized. Relays are normally drawn in schematic form using a circle to represent

the input coil. The output contacts are shown with two parallel lines. Normally open

contacts are shown as two lines, and will be open (non-conducting) when the input is

not energized. Normally closed contacts are shown with two lines with a diagonal

line through them. When the input coil is not energized the normally closed contacts

will be closed (conducting) [6].

The ladder diagram language is a symbolic instruction set that is used to create a

programmable controller program. Before the extension of the ladder language, the

standard ladder instruction set was limited to performing only relay equivalent

functions, using the basic relay-type contact and coil.

A necessary for greater flexibility, coupled with developments in technology, it is

now extended to six sub-instruction sets and they are relay-type, timer/counter, data

manipulation, arithmetic, data transfer, and program control. Desired control logic

can be obtained by formatting the ladder instruction symbols and store into memory.
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RUNG

INPUTS OUTPUTS

Figure 2-2: A simpleLadder LogicDiagram

The aim of ladder diagram program is to control outputs based on input conditions.

Ladder rung is used forthe control. Control rung, in general, consists of a setof input

conditions represented by relay contact-type instructions and an output instruction at

the end of the rung represented by the coil symbol. A basic structure of the ladder

rung is shown in Figure 2-2. Coils and contacts are the basic symbols of the ladder

diagram instruction set. The coil symbols represent all the outputs, where contacts

represent conditions to be evaluated in order to determine the control of the output.

Each coil and contact is referenced with an address number that is used to identify the

operating conditions.

The format of the rung contacts is dependent on the desired control logic. Contacts

may be placed in any configuration such as series, parallel, or series/parallel that is

required to control a given output. Foran output to be activated or energized, at least

one left-to-right path of contacts mustbe closed. A complete close path is referenced

to as having logic continuity. When logic continuity exists in at least one path, it is

said that the rung condition is TRUE. The rung condition is FALSE if no path has

continuity.
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2.2.7 PLCAdvantages

One of the main advantages of the PLC controller is that it is a programmable device,

which makes it possible, unlike in the relay logic, to easily design and modify the

control program or process without any changes in the wiring (no hardware

modifications). To make the programming of the PLC systems easy and efficient,

industry standards defining the programming approach and the programming

languages used were adopted. This reduces the need for personnel training by making

a set of languages standard for all PLC platforms on the market. Knowing the PLC

programming languages and programming standards is thus one of the most

important considerations for anyone involved in the PLC area [9].

PLC controllers are low cost, compact, versatile units based on the standard

microprocessor architecture used in the control of machines or processes. They are

designed for ease of programming and maintenance. The PLC systems replace the old

relay logic control systems in automated manufacturing and are designed to provide

easy and efficient replacements for the bulky relay logic controllers.

PLCs have been gaining popularity on the factory floor and will probably remain as a

predominant for some time to come. Most of this is because of the advantages they

offer.

• Cost effective for controlling complex systems.

• Flexible and can be reapplied to control other systems quickly and easily.

• Computational abilities allow more sophisticated control.

• Trouble shooting aids make programming easier and reduce downtime.

• Reliable components make these likely to operate for years before failure.

Although the PLC systems have many advantages, there are also disadvantages.

These include fault finding, as PLC systems are often much more complex than the

hard-wired relay systems. Secondly, the failure of the PLC may completely stop the

controlled process, whereas a fault in a conventional control system would only

disrupt the process. And thirdly, external electrical interference may disrupt the PLC

memory.
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PLC is a specialized device used to provide high-speed, low-level control of a

process. It is programmed using ladder diagram (LD) or some form of structured

language, so that engineers can program it. PLC hardware typically costs a lot of

money, and often has very good redundancy and fail-over capabilities.

2.2.8 Timing Diagram

Timing diagrams are used to show changes and their relationship to clock times. It

provides a visual representation of objects changing state and interacting over time.

Then the Boolean Expressions for each output of the process were derived from the

timing diagrams. It provides a visual representation of objects changing state and

interacting over time. Timing diagrams can be used for defining hardware-driven or

embedded software components [7].

Timing diagrams can be drawn from a value or time based point of view.
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Figure 2-3: Time-based timing diagram
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Figure 2-4: Value-based timing diagram

2.3 Relationship between PLC and Batch Process

One characteristic of batch process is its extensive use of analog data. Analog values

can vary continuously within a specified range. The analog data may be

representative of temperature, pressure, rate of flow, weight, thickness, viscosity,

humidity, or any other characteristic of importance to the process. Both batch and

continuous processes require continuous monitoring at numerous points throughout

the process. In addition, a corrective action is often required to insure that the process

stays within specifications. This type of control that involves measuring a value,

comparing the measured value to a desired value or set point, and correcting for the

error is called closed-loop control.

A variety of approaches can be used for process control depending upon the

complexity of the process being controlled. A small batch process often lends itself

well to control by one PLC or a few networked PLCs. A representation of the process

showing its current status and a history of data recorded at various points in the

process is often provided to the PLCs.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/ PROJECT WORK

3.1 Project Work

Studies and reviews were conducted to increase the understanding on batch process

and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). These are important to help in the

program development.

In PLC programming, the development of the flowcharts and timing diagrams are the

first step to do before writing the ladder diagram program. The Boolean expressions

were derived from the timing diagram and these will be used in the designing the

ladder diagram. It is important to undergo a troubleshooting process before any

program can be downloaded to the PLC.

The hardware connection between the PLC, computer station, and the inputs and

outputs and the CPU unit was conducted and this is followed by the troubleshooting

process to eliminate any errors in the logic sequences.

Any errors in the output that were not displayed during the execution, indicates that

the programming encountered some problems. Thus, the program needs to be

modified to obtain the desired results. Below is the flow chart describing the project

workflow:
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3.2 Studies on Liquid Soap Making Process

Liquid soap making process applies the batch process control [10]. Recipe is a set of

information that uniquely defines the production requirements for a specific product
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The making process involves a sequential processing that leads to the production of

finite quantities of liquid soap by subjecting quantities of the raw materials to an

ordered set of processing activities such as weighing, heating and mixing over a finite

period of time which is set using the timer with one or more pieces of equipment.

The raw materials used in making the liquid soap are canola oil, palm oil, raw water,

borax, kasturi oil and potassium (refer Appendix B, Figure 1). Below are the process

sequences of the liquid soap making process:

Step Action

1 Press push button PB001.

2 Start the heater 1 (H001) and heat up the distilled water for one hour

duration of time with control of 75°C of temperature. Delay for 1 hour

duration.

3 Start pump 1 (F001) and open control valve I (CVOOI) to 50% opening to

circulate the heated distilled water from tank 1 (T001) to the outside layer

ofheatingtank6(T006).

4 Open solenoid valve 2(SV002) to let the potassium solution of tank 2

(T002) flow to the weighing tank 5(T005).Wait. The inlet is measured by

the load cell (LC001, LC002 and LC003) until it reach the set point.

5 Close SV002. Start agitator 1 (A001) to agitate the potassium solution.

6 Open solenoid valve 3 (SV003) with timer TIM001 to let the palm oil flow

from T003 to T006. Close SV003 when TIM001 is off.

7 Open solenoid valve 4(SV004) with timer T1M002 to let the coconut oil

flow from T004 to T006. Close SV004 when TIM002 is off.

8 Start agitator 2 (A002) to agitate the mix material. Delay the mixing

process for 20 minutes.

9 Stop A001 and Open solenoid valve 5 (SV005).

10 Start pump 2 (P002) to pump out the potassium solution from T005 to

T006. Wait. Low level sensor 1 (LS001) will sense the low level of the

material in T005 to start on the timer TIM003.

11 Close SV005 and stop P002 when TIM003 is off. Delay for 1 hour.

12 Open solenoid valve 1 (SV001) to let the ratio ofdistilled water flow from

T001 to T005. Wait. The inlet is measured by the load cell (LC001, LC002

17



and LC003) until it reach the set point.

13 Close SV001. Open SV005 and start P002 to pump out the distilled water

from T005 to T006. Wait. LS001 will sense the low level of the material in

T005 to start on the timer TIM004.

14 Close SV005 when TIM004 is off. Delay the mixing process for 15

minutes.

15 Start Dosing Pump (DP001) and purge out the Borax from T007. Wait.

The pH sensor (pHOOl) will sense the mixture with the range of 8 to 9 pH

level ofneutralization.

16 Stop DP001 and start dosing pump 2 (DP002) with timer TIM005 to purge

out the extract ofKasturi as a fragrance. Stop DP002 when TIM005 off.

17 Delay the mixing process for 5 minutes. Stop A002.

18 Open control valve (CV006) to 30% opening to drain out the complete

mixture from T006 to product tank (T009). Wait. LS002 will sense the low

level ofthe material in T006 to start on the timer TIM006.

19 Fully Closed SV006.

3.3 Analogue Module

This project focused on an approach to the implementation of analogue module of

PLC for a batch process. Firstly, the input and output ranges and the number of inputs

and outputs required for the process were determined. Then, both analogue inputs and

outputs were wired based on the PC setup setting. After the wiring process had been

completed, the process flow was programmed into ladder diagram. The understanding

on analogue modules is important and was enhanced by following the application

procedure below:



Determine analogue input ranges
and no of inputs.

Determine analogue outputs ranges
and no of outputs

ir

Wire analogue inputs and outputs
(0 to 5 V and 0 to 20 mA analog inputs are
selected by the terminals connected.O to 5 V
and 0 to 20 mA analog outputs are selected
by the terminals connected.)

>'

PC Setup (DM6611)
Set signal ranges for analog inputs.

Set whether or not to use analog inputs.

''

Ladder Program

Analog inputs: Read converted values.
Analog outputs: Write settings.

Figure 3-2: Application procedures of analogue module

The Analog I/O Board is an Inner Board featuring four analog inputs and two analog

outputs as shown in Figure 3-4. The signal ranges that can be used for each of the

four analog input points are -10 to +10 V, 0 to 5 V, and 0 to 20 mA. A separate range

is set for each point.
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Analog I/O Board

faH

[] Bfi

Four analog input points Two analog output points

Figure 3-3: Analogue module configuration

0 to 5 V or 0 to 20 mA

Converted value

(12-bit binary data)

OFFF Hex

O80G Hex

0000 Hex Analog input signal

Figure 3-4: Analogue inputs data and converted values specification
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-10 to+10 V

Anaiog output signal

+10 V

-10 V

Setting (12-bit
iSr/K? g£r Wnarydala)

Figure 3-5: Analogue settings and output data specification

The settings in DM 6611 determine the signal ranges. The signal ranges that can be

used for each of the two analog output points are -10 to +10 V and 0 to 20 mA. A

separate signal range can be selected for each point. Signal of 0 to 20 mA was

selected as the input signal range while 1 to 5V for the output signals range.

In this project 0 to 20 mA of input signal was used for the input signal range. The

setting ofDM 6611 was set in the memory window based on Table 3-1 that shows the

way to assign the bit ofDM 6611 [4].

Table 3-1: DM 6611 PC Setup Setting

Word Bits Functions

DM 00 to 07 00, 01: Analog input 1 00:-10 to+10 V

6611 input signal range
01: 0 to 10 V

02, 03: Analog input 2
10:0to5V/0to20mA

input signal range
11: Not used.

04, 05: Analog input 3
(0 to 20 mA are
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input signal range

06, 07: Analog input 4

input signal range

distinguished by the

connected terminal.)

08 Analog input I usage

selection

Specifies use or non-use of

A/D conversion for each

port.

0: Use input (conversion)

1: Do not use input (no

conversion)

09 Analog input 2 usage

selection

10 Analog input 3 usage

selection

11 Analog input 4 usage

selection

12 to 15 Not used. (Fixed at 0.)

3.4 A Systematic Approach to Programmable Controller Design

The concept of controlling a control system involves a systematic approach, and the

operation procedure includes the determination of the machine sequence, inputs and

outputs addressing, and the PLC programming.

3.4.1 The machine sequence ofoperation

Firstly, the process system or the recipe to be controlled was studied. Recipe is a set

of information that uniquely defines the production requirements for a specific

product. The ultimate purpose of the programmable logic controller is to control an

external system. The system to be controlled can be machine equipment, a process

and is often generically called the control system. The movement of the control

system is constantly monitored by the input devices that give a specified condition

and send a signal to the external output devices which actually controls the movement

of the control system as specified and thus achieved the extended control action. A

flowchart of the recipe was developed to simplify the control sequences. From the

flowchart, a timing diagram was developed and the Boolean expressions were derived

out from it. The expressions were used to develop the ladder diagram.
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3.4.2 Inputs and Outputs Addressing

All external input and output devices were identified and assigned to the different

address that corresponds to the inputs and outputs. The inputs and outputs used in the

project were limited to the amount that can be provided by the PLC which is 4

analogue inputs, 2 analogue outputs and 16 digital inputs and outputs, respectively,.

The configuration on the wiring between the PLC and the devices was carried out

before developing the ladder diagram, since the address dictates the precise meaning

of the contacts in the ladder diagram and need to be specified.

3.4.3 PLC Programming

The process was programmed into ladder diagram by using the CX-Programmer tool.

The completed program was transferred into the memory of the programmable

controller and the simulations were done on the programming to ensure the process

designed work properly and validate the system behavior. Then, the program is ready

to be implemented.

3.5 Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting is required to ensure that the program can run in accordance to the

intended process sequences and give the desired response of the control valves which

were connected to the PLC. The process is also to correct any error occurred during

the accomplishment of the program.

3.6 Hardware connection

Once the program has been developed and tested, the implementation of the

system can be realized. The connection between the inputs and the control valves

was justified and set up for the program to be implemented. The program then was

run to observe the response of the control valve on the control system designed.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Process Sequences

Liquid soap making process applies the batch process control. The push button used

as the start-up of the sequences. The heater is used to heat the distilled water for an

hour before further process can take place. The heating process is important for the

process to be efficient. Pumps are used to pump out materials from one tank to

another tank while agitators are used to mix the materials constantly. The load cells

that are attached to Tank 5 are to measure the weight of certain materials that are fed

into the tank. The desired level of materials or mixture is indicated by the level

sensors. Material borax is used to change the pH of the mixture (liquid soap) while

small amount of fragrance is adequate to bring up the smell. Thus, dosing pumps are

used in the process to control the amount of the borax and fragrance (kasturi oil) by

purging out the materials in a small amount. The process sequences of the liquid soap

making were simplified into flowchart for an easy understanding as shown in Figure

4-1.
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PB Start

On Heater (H001) and delay

for 1 Hour

On Pump 1(P001) and Open

CV001 to 30% opening

ON agitator 1(A001) and

Open SV002

Close SV002 and stop A001.

Ooen SV003 with delay.

Close SV003 and Open

SV004 with delav

Close SV004 and ON

aeitator 2 (A002) with delav

Open SV005 and ON pump

2CP0021

Delay

Figure 4-1: Process Sequences Flowchart
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4.2 Inputs and Outputs Addressing

There are 4 digital inputs, 12 digital outputs, 2 analogue inputs and 2 analogue

outputs that were used in the programming design which were based on the

process sequences. Basically, the control valve working standard is between IV to

5V. IV is corresponds to 0 % opening (fully closed) while 5V indicates that the

valve is 100% opening (fully opened). Normally, with digital control, the valve is

limited to fully open and closed. However with analogue control, the valve can be

regulated in the range of 0% to 100% opening. As in the project, two control

valves are used and regulated to 30% opening for the first control valve and 50%

opening for the second one. Tables below show the addressing of both digital and

analogue input and output signals:

Table 4-1: Digital inputs addressing

Inputs Address

Push Button 000

Load Cell 001

Level Sensor 1 003

Level Sensor 2 005

Table 4-2: Digital outputs addressing

Outputs Address

Heater 100

Pump 1 102

Pump 2 113

Valve 1 103

Valve 2 104

Valve 3 106
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Valve 4 108

Valve 5 112

Agitator 1 105

Agitator 2 110

Dosing Pump 1 101

Dosing Pump 2 107

Table 4-3: Analog input addressing

Inputs Address

DM400 IR232

DM401 IR233

Table 4-4: Analog output addressing

Outputs Address

Control Valve 1 IR236

Control Valve 2 IR237

4.3 Ladder Diagram

The instructions that are normally applied for the digital control are Contact,

Closed Contact, Timer, and Counter. For the analogue controller, the Move

instruction was used to regulate the opening of the control valve. The opening of

the valve was determined through the input value that was set in the DM memory

of the PLC that is DM 400 and DM 401 for control valve 1 and 2 respectively. The

developed ladder diagram can be seen in Figure 4-2:
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Figure 4-2: Process ladder diagram programming
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Literature reviews and studies have been conducted to increase the understanding of

batch process control and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). Batch process

involves sequences process that leads to the production of finite quantities of material

by subjecting quantities of input materials to an ordered set of processing activities

over a finite period of time using one or more pieces of equipment. A PLC consists of

a central processing unit (CPU) containing an application program and input and

output interface modules, which are directly, connected to the field I/O devices. The

software used was the CX-Programmer which is installed into the computer and

linked to the PLC. The program developed was transferred into PLC and tested to

observe that the outputs obtained are like the one that are desired.

The CX-Programmer programming software was used to develop the ladder diagram

for the PLC, implementing the batch control. The concept of controlling a control

system involves a systematic approach, and the operation procedure includes the

determination of the machine sequence, inputs and outputs addressing, and the PLC

programming. Troubleshooting is conducted to ensure that the program run in

accordance to the intended process sequences and give the desired response of the

control valves, the final control elements connected to the PLC. This approach is

found to be effective in designing a logic ladder diagram for a PLC to control a batch

process, in this case a liquid soap making process

The project is recommended to be implemented by using another family of PLC such

as Allen- Bradley and Siemens to expose to a different tool and skills of ladder

diagram programming.
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Figure 1: Relay Logic
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